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$20 Billion in 2019



What I’ve Been Up To
• Almost two years, more than a dozen stories


• More than $10 million credited back to 
advertisers


• Dozens of apps and websites removed from 
the Google Play store or taken down


• One publisher under investigation by the 
Manhattan District Attorney in New York


• Two letters sent to the Federal Trade 
Commission by a US Senator

• Too many lies told by publishers, ad 
tech companies, brands and others to 
count
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“The deep problem with the system was a kind of moral inertia. So 
long as it served the narrow self-interests of everyone inside it, no 

one on the inside would ever seek to change it, no matter how 
corrupt or sinister it became.” 
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Three Stories About Insider Ad 
Fraud
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Zombie Websites















Recorded Attack













–Fraud scheme insider

“I will explain you the technologies to create traffic on android, how 
to distribute it, how to sell the created traffic, the business structures 

needed, but most of all how to partner with the biggest partners to 
ensure the ongoing flow of advertisers and money. And by the way, 
your estimation of $75 [million] accumulated damage is probably 

10% of the real numbers. But that just explains how unaware or just 
cooperative the industry is with this growing ‘business.’” 









In-Banner Video











–Julien, app developer

“I don’t even think about me being ripped off. All I think about is 
them damaging the app’s reputation. It can cost money to [a user] 
and drain his battery. This is the thing that makes me really mad.” 



–Asaf Greiner, Protected Media

“One of them spoke to my VP of sales and said everybody does it, 
why are we picking on them. It’s something we hear too often, 

unfortunately.”
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What to do
• Make it a c-suite priority.


• Stop the silence. When you discover a bad actor, notify everyone you possibly can and 
look at how information can be made public.


• Take responsibly. It’s not enough to simply pay for fraud detection/verification. Who on 
your team is responsible to stamping it out? What resources do they have? Can they stop 
a deal when if it means losing money?


• Brands: stop accepting make-goods and credits without raising an issue. Build your own 
ad fraud team and check where your ads are running. 


• Can there be a universal place to report fraud and bad actors? 


• Recognize that either you do it, or law enforcement and regulators will do it for you.
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Thanks!
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